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Abstract 
Green, E.L. and E.M. Marcos, Graded quotients of path algebras: A local theory, Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 93 (1994) 1955226. 
A local theory of graded modules is introduced in this paper. In the case when the graded ring is 
a quotient ring of a path algebra, it is shown how to retrieve the original algebra from knowledge of 
the local theory. Almost split sequences are investigated from a local point of view. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we introduce a local theory of graded modules for quotients of path 
algebras. Since free associative algebras are examples of path algebras, many algebras 
are quotients of path algebras; in particular commutative polynomial rings over a field 
and their quotients are in this class of algebras. After a brief summary of the results of 
this paper we begin with a definition of a local theory of graded modules for quotients 
of path algebras. For this theory, we need the results of [4] in which the theory of 
group-gradings on path algebras and their quotients was developed. We summarize 
some of that paper before defining a local theory of graded modules. 
The definitions we will present below naturally lead to the concept of a partial 
group action on a graph with relations which is introduced and investigated in the 
second section. The first section provides a general categorical framework for a local 
theory of graded modules. When there is a partial group action on a graph with 
relations we show how to construct a graph with relations with a free action of the 
group. Under mild restrictions, using the theory of group-gradings on path algebras 
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with relations, we show that the original partial group action coincides with a local 
theory of graded modules of the category of graded modules of the path algebra with 
relations and free action. The second section ends with some examples to clarify the 
definitions. 
The third section considers the situation in which one starts with a graded quotient 
of a path algebra and its associated covering of graphs. We show that subgraphs of the 
covering can be extended so that the extended subgraphs have induced partial actions. 
We consider under what circumstances one can obtain the original graded situation 
back from the theory developed in the previous section. We define when a subgraph is 
a complete local section and show that if a subgraph is a complete local section, then 
one may recover the covering from the subgraph. A minimal local section is a com- 
plete local section which is as small as possible. We describe how to construct minimal 
local sections from liftings of the covering. As a consequence of the results of this 
section it follows that there is always a minimal local section with a partial action 
which contains all the information to reconstruct the original graded quotient of 
a path algebra. 
In the fourth section, we show that in the case of a positively Z-graded quotient of 
a path algebra, the general theory developed in Section 1 and the theory developed in 
Sections 2 and 3 coincide on intervals of the form { - m, - m + 1, . . . , - l,O}. 
In Section 5 we apply the theory we have developed to show there are special short 
exact sequences 0 + A -+ B -+ M -+ 0 in the category of graded modules over 
a graded quotient of a path algebra if M is a graded indecomposable module of finite 
length that is not projective. This sequence has a lifting property similar to the lifting 
property on the right of an almost split sequence when restricted to modules of finite 
length. 
In Sections 6 and 7, we restrict our attention first to positively Z-graded quotients 
of path algebras and then to positively Z-graded quotients of path algebras which are 
finitely generated graded modules over a polynomial ring K [Xi, . . . ,X,1 where K is 
a field and the X,s are commuting variables of positive degree. We show that for each 
(non-projective) graded indecomposable module M of finite length, the special se- 
quence we have defined is an almost split sequence 0 --) A + B + M + 0 in the 
category of graded modules. In [l], Auslander proves a similar result for the category 
of modules over an algebra which is a finitely generated module over a complete 
noetherian ring using different techniques. 
We begin with a summary of the theory of graded modules of a quotient of a 
path algebra. We refer to [4] for further details and proofs. The notation introduced 
in this section will be used throughout the remainder of this paper. Let r be a 
finite directed graph with vertex set r,. If ui,uj E F0 then we denote the set of 
arrows from ni to vj by ri(vi, rj). The union of these arrow sets will be denoted 
by r,. We let Path(F) denote the set of finite directed paths in F, including 
vertices. Every element p of Path(r) has a length, l(p), a starting vertex, o(p), 
and a terminal vertex, t(p). Note that if u is a vertex, we let l(u) = 0 and o(o) = 
t(u) = C. 
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Let K be a fixed field. The path algebra Kl= is the vector space over K with basis 
Path(r) and multiplication induced by defining 
i 
~4 if t(p) = 44 
“‘= 0 if t(p) #o(q) 
In the case where To consists of one vertex, say v and r, consists of n loops at v, KT is 
isomorphic to a free associative algebra over K in n noncommuting variables. 
Elements of a path algebra are (finite) K-linear combinations of directed paths. Let 
r = Cy= 1 aipi be an element of Kr where ai E K and pi E Path(r). We say r is a relation 
if each Cli # 0 and there exist vertices v,w E To (depending on r) such that for each 
i = 1, . . . ,m, v = o(pi) and w = t(pi). In such cases, we call v the origin of r and w the 
terminus of r. Note that if x # 0 is an element of Kr then x is sum of relations. In 
particular, x = C,,,“, E r0 UiXVj and each ViXUj is either 0 or a relation. Furthermore, if 
I is an ideal in KT, x E I and then ViXVj E I. Thus, every ideal is generated by relations. 
If {ril i E 9} is a set of relations, we let ({ri} ) denote the ideal in Kr generated by the 
relations. 
Let p be a set of relations in Kl? A k-representation of r satisfying p is tuple 
M = { V,,fOl v E r0 and a E I=, } such that each V, is a K-vector space and if 
a E 8, (v, w) then fa : V, + VW is a K-linear homorphism satisfying the condition that 
for each relation r = Ci~i*al,i ... a,,i in p, &cl&,,,0 ... of&,, = 0. A morphism, 
4: A4 -+ N, where M = { V,,fO} and N = { Wv,gn} is a tuple of K-linear homomor- 
phisms 4 = (4”: V, + W,l v E TO} satisfying 
for each arrow a: v + w in r,. We define the category of K-representations of 
F satisfying the relations p, denoted by Rep(r, p), to be the category whose objects are 
the K-representations satisfying p and whose morphisms are defined above. If 
/i = KF/(p) then a fundamental result states that the category of n-modules is 
equivalent to the category of K-representations of r satisfying p (see [2, Appendix] for 
example). 
We now turn our attention to group-gradings of quotients of path algebras. Let 
G be a group. A weight function is a function W: r, + G. Thus a weight function 
assigns a group element to each arrow of r. Given a weight function W we may assign 
a weight to each element of Path(T) as follows. If v is a vertex, define W(v) = e, the 
identity element of G. If a is an arrow, W(a) is already defined. If p = al, . . . ,a,,, is 
a path of length m 2 1, define W(p) = W(a,) W(a,) ... W(a,). This induces a G- 
grading on Kr with paths being homogeneous elements of degree equal to their 
weights. Let r be a relation. Then we say r is homogeneous if r E (KT), for some g E G. 
The G-grading on Kr induces a G-grading on A = Kr/I if and only if I can be 
generated by homogeneous elements. 
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Assume that we have a G-grading on I@ induced from a weight function Wand 
that the ideal I is generated by homogeneous elements. As above we let /1 = KT/I and 
note that the G-grading on I@ induces a G-grading on ,4. Let Gr(n) denote the 
category of G-graded n-modules and degree-O morphisms. Just as the category of 
n-modules has an interpretation as representations of r satisfying certain relations, 
we summarize some of the results of [4], which show analogous results for Gr(n). 
First note that associated to the weight function W:rl + G there is a regular 
covering of the graph r (viewed as a topological space). Namely, let r* be the graph 
with vertex set r0 x G and arrow set rT((r,g), (w,h)) = {u E l=i(u,w)l W(a) = g-‘h}. 
There is an obvious projection morphism P: F* --) r where P((u,g)) = v and 
P(a) = a. If G is an infinite group then r* is an infinite graph which is locally finite in 
the sense that each vertex has only a finite number of arrows either entering it or 
leaving it. Furthermore, the group G acts freely on r* via g .(u, h) = (v,gh) and 
g.a=a (which is well defined, since if a : (u, h) --) (w, k) then 
W(a) = hh’k = (gh))‘(gk) and hence a:(u,gh) + (w,gk)). 
If p is a set of homogeneous relations which generate the ideal I, then these relations 
“lift” to a set of relations p* on r *. Since liftings will come into play in later sections, 
we briefly review some of the details. A lifting L: I=, + Fg is a set map on the vertices 
so that PL(u) = u for all u E r,. Thus, for each u E To, L(u) = (u, a) for some cr E G. If 
a: r -+ w is an arrow in r then we define L(a): L(u) --t (w,z) where L(a) is the unique 
arrow with origin vertex L(u) such that PL(a) = a. Since P : F* is a regular covering, if 
p is a path in r then we define L(p) to be the path in r* with origin vertex L(u) if u is 
the origin vertex of p such that PL(p) = p. From this we define the lifting L(r) of 
a relation r E p in the obvious way. We define p * = {L(r)1 r E p, L a lifting}. The details 
of this lifting can be found in [4]. The point here is that if one defines the category 
Rep(r*, p*) of K-representations of r* satisfying the relations p* then we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 0.1 [4]. Let K be ajeld and G be a group. Let r be a$nite directed graph and 
let p be a set of relations in KT. Let W:T1 -+ G be a weight function such that the 
elements of ji are homogeneous and P : F* --) F be the covering of F associated to W. 
Then there is afunctor P*: Rep(T*,p*) -+ Rep(T-, p) and exact equivalences of catego- 
ries, E and E * so that the following diagram commutes: 




Mod(n) 5 Rep(r,p) 
where F is theforgetfulfunctor and P*((V’C/,v,s,,fO)) = (V,,g,) with V, = UgEGv~V,S) and 
9. = USE&’ noting that for each arrow (a: u + w) E r,, if W(a) = h then for each 
g E G there is an arrow a: (u,g) --, (w,gh). 0 
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The above theorem allows us to view graded modules as representations of graphs. 
We now introduce the concepts that lead to a local theory of graded modules in this 
setting. Let X be a finite subset of r z. Let TX be the full subgraph of l-‘* with vertex set 
X. We need to define relations on TX which are in a sense the restrictions of the 
relation set p * . Let p E Path (r *) and define p 1 x to be 0 if at least one arrow of p is not 
in TX and define pl x = p if all arrows occurring in p are in TX. If Y = CT= 1 Nipi with 
Mi E K and pi E Path(r*) then define Y(~ = Cy=i Cri(pilx). We define the restrictions of 
the relations p* to TX to be the set of relations px where px = {r[Jr E p*}. 
We now define a functor i : Rep(T,, px) -+ Rep(r*, p*) which will be important in 
what follows. Let Mx = (V_fa), where x E X and a E (r,),, be a element of 
Rep(& Pi). Define 04,) = (VC~,~), ga) where 
V 
i 
V, if (v,g)=xEX, 
r 
h if a E(rXk 
(““) = 0 if (u,g) $X, “= 0 if a4(rx)l. 
The next result is the main result of this section. 
Theorem 0.2. Let K be aJield and G be a group. Let r be ajinite directed graph and let 
p be a set of relations in Kr. Let W: r, + G be a weightfunction such that the elements 
oft? are homogeneous. Let T * be the covering of r associated to Wand p * be the lifting 
of the relation set p to KT *. Fix a finite subset X E Tg and let TX be thefull subgraph of 
T* with vertex set X and px be the restrictions of the relations p* to TX. Then there is an 
inclusion of categories i : Rep(r,, px) + Rep(T*, p*). Moreover, if M = ( VCU,g,), fJ is 
a representation of T* which satisfies p* and has support in X, that is, VCv,g) = 0 if 
(v, g) $ X, then M can be viewed as a representation of TX which satisfies px. This induces 
an equivalence of categories between Rep(r,,p,) and the full subcategory of 
Rep(T*, p*) consisting of the objects with support in X. 
Proof. The first part of the result will follow if we can show that i(M,) satisfies the 
relations p *. But if r = 1 aipi is an element of p *, then Mx satisfies rx, the restriction 
of r by definition of M, being a representation of TX which satisfies px. Thus if 
pi = a, . . . a, for arrows Uj, then goj = faj if aj E (rx), and go, = 0 otherwise. If follows 
that i(M,) satisfies r and since r E p* is arbitrary, i(M,) satisfies p*. The definition of 
i on morphisms is obvious. 
Now assume that M = (VCv,g,,_&) is in Rep(r*,p*) and has support in X. Let 
Mx = (W,,g,) where if x E X then we define W, = V, and if a E (r,), then we define 
g. = fa. Since M has support in X and since M satisfies p * it is not hard to see that M, 
satisfies px. It is also immediate that this induces a “forgetful functor”, F from the full 
subcategory of Rep(r*, p *) with support in X to Rep(r,, px). Finally, the reader may 
check that the compositions i 0 F and F 0 i are naturally equivalent to the appropriate 
identity functors. This completes the proof. 0 
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We conclude this section with some observations. First, since Rep(P,, px) consists 
of representations of a finite graph that satisfies relations, we see that Rep(P,, px) is 
equivalent to a module category. By Theorems 0.1 and 0.2, this category is the same as 
the category of G-graded Kr/(p)-modules with support at a finite number of 
elements of G and a finite number vertex idempotents; namely, the elements of X. It is 
this interpretation that leads us to call this a local theory of graded modules. In 
Section 4, we show that if G = Z and X = (0, - 1, . . . , - m} then the local theory 
defined above coincides with the general local theory we define in Section 1. Finally, 
note that if M is a graded module of finite dimension over K, then there is a finite 
subset X of G such that M has support in X. We use this observation in the last three 
sections of the paper to provide existence proofs for special short exact sequences 
which, in a particular setting, turn out to be almost split sequences in the category of 
graded modules where the right-hand term is finite-dimensional. 
1. Local categories of graded modules 
Given a subset X of G we set Px = USE x R(g) and define Ax to be the full 
subcategory of Gr(R) whose objects can be finitely presented by Px. Thus a graded 
module M is in Ax if and only if there is an exact sequence P? -+ PF + M + 0 with 
n,, n2 nonnegative integers, where P” denotes the direct sum of n copies of P. 
Although at this point we do not assume that the set X is finite, it is this case that will 
be of most interest to us in what follows. It is well known that the category Ax is 
equivalent to a module category, see [S] for example. More precisely, let TX denote 
the endomorphism ring EndoP(P,), then Ax is equivalent to mod( TX), the category of 
finitely presented TX-modules. Here, of course, EndoP(Px) denotes the opposite ring of 
End(Px). The equivalence is a consequence of the more general statement which 
follows whose proof is standard. 
Proposition 1.1. Let C be an additive category with cokernels, P a projective object of 
C and A the full subcategory of C whose objects are the objects of C which can bejinitely 
presented by P. Let mod(EndoP(P)) denote the category offinitely presented EndoP(P)- 
modules. Then the functor Hom(P, -) : A + mod(EndoP(P)) is an equivalence of catego- 
ries. 0 
In general, the category A need not be an abelian category, even though the 
category mod(EndoP(P)) is an abelian category. Hence, the equivalence described 
above is not an exact equivalence. In fact, we apply Proposition 1.1 to the case where 
A = Ax which is not an abelian category. We do point out that both Hom(P,-) and its 
inverse functor are right exact since A has cokernels. The functor Hom(P,-) restricts 
to an equivalence between the full subcategory of C whose objects are finite direct 
sums of copies of P and the category of finitely generated free EndoP(P)-modules. 
Note that the inverse functor to (the unrestricted) functor Hom(P,-), 
2: mod(EndoP(P)) -+ C can be described as follows on objects. If M is a finitely 
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f presented EndoP(P)-module then let Q2 - Qi -+ M + 0 be an exact sequence of 
EndoP(P)-modules with Q2 and Qi finitely generated free modules. Then for i = 1,2, 
Qi = Hom(P, Pi) where each Pi is a finite direct sum of copies of P. Since Hom(P, -) is 
an equivalence on finite direct sums of copies of P there is a morphism a : P, + P, so 
that Hom(P, a) =J Define X’(M) = coker(cr). 
Returning to our study of graded modules, we let the projective Tx-module 
Homo,(R) (PX,R(g)) for g E X be denoted by Tg. We let locfp(T,) denote the full 
subcategory of Tx-modules M which have presentations Qz + Qi + M -+ 0 where 
each Qi can be decomposed into a direct sum of finitely many copies of projective 
T,-modules of the form Tg. Let ax denote the full subcategory of Gr(R) whose objects 
are in Ax. We apply the above proposition to our study. If X is finite then A, = ax 
and mod(T,) = locfp(T,). 
Corollary 1.2. The jiunctor Homo,(RJ (PX, -) : Ax + mod(Tx) is a right exact equiua- 
lence of categories which retricts to an equivalence of categories between a, and 
lot fp( TX). 0 
Before introducing a third category which is equivalent to both Ax and mod(T,), 
we describe the functor 9 : mod(T,) -+ mod(Tr), given subsets X E Y z G, which 






A, Hom(Py-i mow-y) 
Lemma 1.3. Keeping the above notation, the jiunctor 9: mod(T,) + mod(Ty) is nat- 
urally equivalent to Homc,(R, (Py, PX) aTx-. 
Proof. Since 9 is right exact and preserves finite direct sums, it follows from Watts’ 
theorem [6] that 9 is naturally equivalent to C @ rx - for some right T,-module C. 
Since Y(T,) = Homo,(,,(P,,P,), the result follows. 0 
Corollary 1.4. If X E Y 5 G then for every M is Ax there is an isomorphism 
Horn GrW tpY> px) @T, HomGr(R, (px, W --) HOmG,(Rj (py, M). 
Note that the corollary can be extended to a more general setting found in 
Proposition 1.1. Furthermore, for any M in Gr(R), there is a morphism 
Homc,(R, (PY> px) @TV HomGrcrc, (px, Ml + HomG,(R, (PY, W 
which sends f @cc to GLOJ: This morphism is an epimorphism in case there is an 
epimorphism from a finite direct sum of copies of PX onto M. Our results show that 
that it is an isomorphism if M can be finitely presented by PX. 
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We now introduce another category of interest. We fix a subset X of a group G and 
let R be G-graded ring. Let X- 1 denote the set {x- i 1 x E X}. Define the category Grx 
as follows. The objects of Gr, consist of R,-modules M of the form M = ux E x- I M, 
together with R,-morphisms R, x M, -+ M,, if yx, x E X - ’ such that r(sm) = (rs)m if 
both sides are defined. An element of HomG(M,N) is an R,-homomorphism 
f: M + N such thatS(Mx) t N, for each x E X-l and such thatf(rm) = rf(m) for all 
r E R, and m E M, provided yx,x E X -I. It is not difficult to show that Grx is an 
abelian category. 
Define the “restriction” functor ~: Gr(R) + Gr, by n;i = uxsx-i M, and if 
f E Homo,(R) (M, N) then f= fl ti : n? + I?. It is clear that - is an exact factor. The 
next lemma, whose proof is left to the reader, will be central in proving the proposition 
which follows it. 
Lemma 1.5. Let A4 = UXEXm~ M, be an object in Gr,. If g E X then dejine 
~1: HomGr,((Wg), Ml -, M,- 1 by or(f) = f(1) where 1 is the identity element of 
R which is homogeneous in R(g),- 1. Then a: HomGr,(R(g), M) -+ M,_ 1 is an isomor- 
phism of R,-modules. 0 
Let&=USEX R(x). The next result gives the equivalence of cagetories we men- 
tioned earlier. 
- 
Proposition 1.6. Let X be a jinite subset of G. The object Px is a small projective 
- 
generator ofGr, and Endz(P,) = Tx. Thefunctor Hom-6;;(%,-):Gr, + Mod(T,) 
is an exact equivalence of abelian categories, where Mod(T,) is the category of 
Tx-modules. 
Proof. Using Lemma 1.5 it is easy to show that & is a small projective generator of 
Gr, and that End%(&) = T,. The second part of the proposition is a standard 
categorical result. 0 
Let & be the full subcategory of Grx whose objects consist of the objects of Gr, 
which can be finitely presented by E. 
Then, restricting the functor HomG(K, -) we have the following commutative 
diagram: 
Grx - Mod(T,) 
I 
Ax- mdd( Tx) 
where the vertical arrows denote the inclusion functors. The next result combines 
Corollary 1.2 and Proposition 1.6. 
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- 
In particular, - : A, + AX is an equivalence, which, as a functor, is exact. 
203 
-- 
Proof. First we note that Hom,,,,,(P,,R(x)) = Homs(P,,R(x)). The result fol- 
lows from the additivity and right exactness of the Horn functors. The exactness of _ 
of AX follows from its exactness on Gr(R). q 
Even though the subcategories A, and &are equivalent, care must be taken in that 
Ax is not an abelian category 











while A, IS. For example, it is clear the following 
Before concluding this section with two examples, we note that if g E G then there is 
an equivalence of categories Gr(R) + Gr(R) given the shift functor. This equivalence 
yields the following result whose proof we leave to the reader. 
Proposition 1.8. Let g E G and let X and Y be finite subsets of G such that X = g Y 
where gY = { gyJ y E Y}. Then we have the following equivalences of categories: 
(1) Ax 2 A,, - - 
(2) A, z Ay . 
Furthermore, the rings TX and T, are isomorphic. 0 
Example 1.9. Suppose that R is positively Z-graded ring with Z denoting the integers. 
Let X = (0, - 1, . . . , - n} for some positive integer n. Then Px = uy=, R( - i) and 
TX can be identified with the ring of lower triangular matrices of the form 
RI R, 0 ... 0 
R, R,_l R,_, ... R. 
- 
In this case AX can be identified with the full subcategory of Gr(R) whose objects are 
the graded R-modules M = u sCZMg such that Mh = 0 if h $ { - n, - n + 1, . . . ,O}. 
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We remark that this example shows that under the assumptions of the above 
example. Proposition 1.6 is Theorem 2.2 of [3] and hence can be viewed as a general- 
ization of this result. 
Example 1.10. Let G = Z and R as in the last example. Let X = {0,2}. In this 
example, an object in & consists of an R,-module of the form M = M,, LI M2 
together with a “multiplication” R2 x M,, + M,. If we take the graded ring 
R = R, LI R2 with Rz = 0 then & is equivalent to the category of graded R-modules. 
2. Partial group actions on graphs 
Throughout this section, G will denote a group and S will denote a subset of G. 
Fixing a field K, if r is a graph then all relation sets in r will be K-linear combinations 
of paths in r. We introduce the notion of a partial G-action on a graph r with 
relations p. We show that given such an action, we may construct an associated graph 
GT with relation set Gp which has a free G-action. The quotient graph by this 
G-action will be denoted GT/G. We will show that GT is isomorphic to a covering of 
GT/G by a weight function induced by the G-action (Theorem 2.8). It will be shown 
that the relation set Gp is the lifted relations of a relation set Gp/G of GT/G. We will 
show that there is a subset X of GT so that TX = r and px = p (Theorem 2.8). We end 
the section by giving a number of examples to clarify the definitions and results of the 
section. 
Given a set X we denote by Z’(X) the set of bijections with domain and image 
nonempty subsets of X. Iff: S + Y(X) and (T E S we let D(a) denote the domain of 
f(a) and Im(a) denote the image off(a). Thusf(a) is a bijection from D(a) to Im(c). If 
x E D(a) then we will denotef(a)(x) by “x. By convention, if z E (G\S) then we define 
D(z) = 0. 
We now begin studying conditions we will impose on a partial action. Assume we 
have a function f: S + Y(X) for a set X and a subset S of G. 
Condition Cl. e E S. 
Condition C2. f(e) = identityx, i.e., D(e) = Im(e) = X and Ed = x for all x E X. 
Condition C3. If x E D(a), (rx E D(T) and 0’~ E S then x E D(m) and “‘x = “(‘x). 
Note that if Cl is not satisfied, but C2 and C3 hold, we may add e to S so that 
conditions Cl-C3 are satisfied. We define the beginning set of f to be 
u, = X\Uo+e Im(o). We can now state the next condition we will want to impose on 
a partial action. 
Condition C4. For each x E X there is one and only one pair (0, u) with r~ E S, u E U, 
such that % = x. 
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Suppose f:S + U(X) satisfies conditions Cl-C4. Then there are two maps 
a:X --+ U, and w:X + G defined by x = w(x)a(x) for x E X. Note that CI is well 
defined by condition C4. The next result is immediate. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that f:S + 9(X) satisfies conditions Cl-C4. Then the map 
(a, w) : X + U, x G is injective. 0 
We use (a, w) to identify X with the subset (a, w) (X) of V, x G. Furthermore note 
that there is a free G-action on U, x G given by o -(u, 0) = (u, 00). 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that f: S + Y(X) satis$es conditions Cl-C4. Let o E S. Then the 
restriction of the action 6: U, x G + U, x G to D(c) is just the bijection 
f(o) : D(a) + Im (a). 
Proof. Suppose that w E D(6). Then by condition C4, w = ‘u for some u E U, and 
z E S. Thus w = (u, 7). It follows that u E D(z) and ‘u E D(6). By condition C3 we have 
that “(‘u) = @‘)u = (u, az). Hencef(a) (w) = uw = (U,OZ) = o.(u,z) = 0.w and we are 
done. 0 
Lemma 2.2 implies that the G-action on U, x G extends the maps f (a) when we view 
X as a subset of U, x G. In this situation, we will say thatf: S + P’(X) generates the 
action of G on U, x G. We will return to U, x G later in this section. 
We now turn our attention to graphs with relations with the goal of defining 
a partial G-action. Let r be a graph with a relation set p. Let S be a subset of G and let 
f: S + P’(r,) satisfy conditions Cl-C4. 
Condition C5. Let u E U, and v E TO. 
(a) If rl(Bu,v) # 0 then O-lu E TO. 
(b) If “u, u-lu E TO then rl(qu-l v) is isomorphic to rl(ou, 0). 
Condition C5 will allow the partial action to be extended to a free group action on 
a graph. Towards this end we have the next result. 
Lemma 2.3. Let f: S + %‘(T,) satisfy conditions Cl-C5. Then if u,v,~u,*v E f ,, there 
exist set bijections 
m,v,w,(u,v) + rlm~v) 
satisfying 
Proof. Using C5, if u E U, we fix a choice of 4(u, v, a) whenever “u,“D E To. To define 
the bijections more generally we use C4. Namely, suppose v,w,Ov,uw E To. By C4 there 
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exist u E U, and T E S such that ‘U = u. By C5, there are bijections 
$(U> r-lw,z):~l(u,‘-lw) + Tl(v,w) and ~(u,~-~w,~T):~~(u,‘-~w) + rlrv,Ow). We 
now define $(u,u,o) = ~(~,~-~w,~~)o~(u,T-~w,~)-~. The reader may verify that 
property (1) holds. 0 
When condition C5 holds we fix bijections $(v, w, 0) between r1 (u, w) and r1 ((Tu, “w) 
satisfying Lemma 2.3. Using these bijections, if a E T1(v, w) then Ou will denote the 
associated element, 4(u, w, g) (a), in r1 (‘v, “w). The next result shows that the arrows 
leaving the beginning set U, completely determine the arrows in r if Cl-C5 hold. 
Proposition 2.4. Suppose f: S + Y(TO) satisjies conditions Cl-C5 and suppose that 
a:v + wisanarrowinFI. Then there exists a unique efement u in the beginning set ofA 
auniquea~Sandauniquearrowb:u~“~1wsuchthatv=”uanda=“b. 
Proof. Since a : u + w is an arrow. rl(u, w) # 8. By condition C4 there is a unique u in 
U, and c E S such that “u = v. Thus rl(%, V) # 8. By condition C5(a) we have that 
a-1u E To and by Lemma 2.3 the result follows. 0 
Our final condition deals with relations. For this we need some notation. If 
P=al . . . a,,, is a path in r and D E G we define 
op = Oal .‘. =arn if all viiErl, 
0 otherwise. 
If y = Cajpj E KT where ai E K and each pi is a path then we define “y = C aj(“pj). 
Condition C6. If y is an element of p then “y E p for all 0 E G. 
Note that it is possible that p is the empty set and in this case condition C6 is 
vacuous. 
Definition. Let G be a group, S a subset of G, r a graph with relation set p. We say 
a function f: S + P(r,) is a partial G-action on (T,p) if conditions Cl-C6 are 
satisfied. 
Given a graph with relations (r, p) and a partial G-action on (r, p) we now define 
two associated graphs with relations (GT, Gp) and (r,pP, and a weight function 
W, : (r), + G so that GT is the covering of r associated to W, and Gp is the set of 
lifted relations from p_ 
Furthermore, we will show that in this setting, the original graph r embeds in GT in 
such a way that there is an natural inclusion of categories Rep(T, p) -+ Rep(Gr, Gp). 
For the remainder of this section we fix r, a set of relations p and a partial G-action, 
f: S + 9(To) on (r, p). We begin with the definition of GT. We let (GT), = U, x G. By 
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Lemma 2.1 we identify TO with a subset of (GT), = U, x G. If u E U, and v E (GT), we 
define 
Using the notation (u, a) = Ou if u E U, and B E G we define (GT), ru, ‘v) = 
(GOi (u, a-‘rv) if u, v E U,. This defines a graph GT. 
Applying Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.4, we may view an arrow in (GTh ((Iu, ‘v) as 
“a for some unique arrow a E (GTh (u, O-“v). Keeping this notation, we have the 
following result whose proof is left to the reader. 
Proposition 2.5. The action of G on GT given by CJ. (u, 8) is a free action which, viewing 
r as a subgraph of GT via Lemma 2.1, extends the partial action f: S --) _Y(r,). 0 
Note that if a : Ov + ‘W is an arrow in GT then Pa : ““v + pry is also an arrow in GT. 
Thus if p is a path in GT, we define “p in the obvious way. To handle relations, we use 
the free action of G on GT to define the action of G on a relation 1 aipj in the obvious 
way. Then, given the set of relations p in r we define the set of relations Gp to be 
{C cCi”pi 1 CJ E G and 1 Clipi E p with O(pi) E Uf}. Thus the set of relations are just the 
shifts of the relations in p with origin vertex in U,. We now apply condition C6 to 
obtain one of the previously mentioned results. 
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a group, K a field, r a graph with relation set p and 
f: S + 9(r,) a partial G-action on (r, p), Then there is a natural inclusion functor from 
Rep(r, p) to Rep(Gr, Gp) inducedfrom a full embedding of r into GT. The image of this 
functor is the full subcategory of Rep(GT, Gp) consisting of the objects with support in 
the image of r. 
Proof. The inclusion on the vertices of r is given by Lemma 2.1. The definition of the 
arrow sets in GT together with condition C5 assure that the inclusion on the vertices 
extends to a graph embedding of r into GT so that the image is a full subgraph of GT. 
This inclusion of graphs induces an inclusion functor from representations of r (with- 
out relations) to the representations of GT (without relations) which are supported on 
the image of r. Finally, condition C6 assures that relations work well. In particular, if 
(V,, fJ is a representation of r which satisfies the relations p, the induced representa- 
tion, ( W#,, go) is defined by WO, = V, if % = v is a vertex in To and WC, = 0 otherwise. 
The gas are defined similarly. Finally, since (V,,fQ) satisfy the relations p and the 
relations Gp are the shifts of p under the action of G, condition C6 implies that the 
representation ( W.,, g.) satisfies the relations Gp. 
Furthermore, if we are given an arbitrary object of Rep(Gr, Gp) that has support in 
the image of r, by condition C6, we easily see that it is in the image of Rep(T, p) and 
the proof is complete. q 
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There is another graph with relations, (r, p), which can be naturally defined from 
graph r with relation set p and the partial action f: S + Y(r,,). We define a new 
graph, r, as follows. The vertex set of r is the beginning set U, off: If u,u E U, we 
define the arrow set (r), (u,v) to be the disjoint union UdBS,VEDCbJ rl(~,B~). Finally, 
we wish to define the relation set p for r. To do this we must first make some 
observations. If a : u + w is an arrow in r then by Proposition 2.4, there are unique 
elements u E U,, YES, and b:u+ um lw such that “b = a. Note that b can be 
considered an arrow in r. Thus, to each arrow a E rI we may associate an arrow b in 
r. We will use the notation ti for b, noting that the choice of a is not unique. It follows 
that if p = a, ... a,isapathinrthenp=ii;... G is a well-defined path in r. We 
now define the relation set p for r to be the set {C Clipi ( 2 Clipi E p and O(pi) E U,j. 
Thus, the relations in F are just the relations in p with origin vertex in U, viewed as 
linear combinations of paths in r. The free action of G on CT and Gp and allows us to 
define the orbit graph CT/G as the graph with vertex set the orbits of the vertex set 
(CT), and arrow set the orbits of the arrow set (CT), . Similarly the relation set Gp/G 
is the orbit set of the relation set Gp. The proof of the next result is straightforward 
and left to the reader. 
Theorem 2.7. Let G be a group, K a field, r a graph with relation set p and 
f: S + Z(r,) a partial G-action on (T, p). There is a natural isomorphism of graphs 
between (CT/G) and r so that t5 is sent isomorphically to GpfG. The isomorphism is 
induced by sending u E U, to the orbit of (u, e) and an arrow a: u + av with u,v E U, is 
sent to the orbit of a, viewed as a arrow in CT. 0 
We can now combine the results of Section 0 and the above constructions to show 
that a partial action on a graph with relations allows one to view the category of 
representations of the graph satisfying the relations as a local category of graded 
modules of a graded ring in a natural way. Before stating this result, we introduce the 
weight function Wr:(r)I --) G associated to a partial G-action f: S -+ 9(TO). Let 
f: S -+ _Y(r,) be a partial G-action on a graph r with relations p. Let r be the graph 
with relations p defined above. If Z: u --t u is an arrow in r then there is a unique 
element cr E S and unique arrow a : u --, ‘% in r1 so that Z is associated to a. We define 
W,:T, -+ G by W,(a) = o. 
Theorem 2.8. Let G be a group, K a field, r a graph with relation set p and 
f: S --) 9(T,) a partial G-action on (T, p). Let CT with relation set Gp and F with 
relation set p be defined as above. Then the weight function W,: r, -+ G associated to 
f defines a covering r* with relations set p*. There is an isomorphism of graphs between 
r* and CT which is the identity on the vertex set U, x G. This isomorphism induces an 
isomorphism on the relation sets p* and Gp. 
Furthermore, identifying r with afill subgraph of CT via Lemma 2.1, ifwe let X = TO 
then T is TX and p is px. Thus Rep(T,p) can be viewed as the full subcategory of 
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the category of G-graded modules over the G-graded ring Krl(p) which have support 
in the subset TO of GT. 
Proof. The proof is basically a compilation of the results we have already presented. 
Since both r* and GT have vertex sets U, x G the only thing to check about the graph 
isomorphism is that it is well defined on arrows. But if a : (u, a) + (v, z) is an arrow in 
r*, then a lies over an arrow Z : u + v of weight 0-i~. But then there is a unique 
arrow, a : “u -+ ‘v is GT lying over a. The isomorphism is thus defined on arrows. It is 
a tedious but straightforward check that the isomorphism on graphs then induces an 
isomorphism of the relation sets p* and Gp. 
The final assertions follow from Theorems 0.2 and 2.6. 0 
The above result show that starting with any graph r with relation set p, if there is 
a partial G-action on r then there is a G-graded ring Kr/(p), determined by the 
partial action, so that the category of representations of r satisfying the relations p is 
a local theory of the category of G-graded KT/( p)-modules. Thus, in the sense that 
the graded Kl=/(p) can be constructed from r, p and the partial G-action, we see that 
the partial action contains all the information of the graded ring. In the next section 
we will investigate the reverse situation. Namely, starting with a G-graded ring, when 
does a finite subgraph of the covering graph r* with the induced partial action (to be 
defined) give the original graded ring back? 
We end this section with some examples which will hopefully clarify the ideas 
presented in this section. 




00 01 02 
Let G = (a) g Z with S = (e,a,a”}, D(a) = {vo,vl} and D(a2) = {vo}. The partial 
G-action is given byf(a)(vi) = Vi+ 1 for i = 0,l andf(a2) (vo) = u2. It is easy to check 
that this a partial G-action on r in case either p = 8 or p = (ab}. In either case, GT is 
A,” which is the graph 
. ..-+o+ O -% 
“a 
(VO, 4 b&, - O (00 2 c2) 
-+O-bO--r ... 
and F is the graph 
0 x 
00 
In case p = 0, Gp = p = 0. If p = {ab} then Gp consists of all paths of length 2 and 
p = {x2}. In either case, W,(x) = CJ. 
Our results show that Rep(r,p) is equivalent to the full subcategory of graded 
K[x]-modules (K[x]/x’)-modules in the case where p = {ab}) with support in 
{(v0,4, (u0,4, (~0,~‘)). 
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Example 2.10. Let r and G be as in Example 2.9 and let p be either 8 or {ab} as above. 
We take S = {e, CJ} this time and we define the partial action as follows: D(o) = {ul} 
withf(o) (or) = u2. Then GT is the graph 
(r&c-i) @0,4 @0,4 
0 0 0 










(ulqe)- (uo, cl 
and F is the graph 
where W,(x) = e and W,(y) = g. In the case when the relation set is (ab), the relations 
of GT are of the form ““a@‘b and the relation set of r is {xy}. 
In this example, the category of the representations of r which satisfy the relations 
can be interpreted as the full subcategory of the H-graded KT/(p)-modules with 
support in {(uo,e), (ul,e), (vl,a)}. 
Example 2.11. Our final example is a small modification of the above examples. In 




00 01 02 
Again we let G = (0) r Z We assume p = 0 and define the partial G-action 
as follows. Let S = {e,a}, D(a) = {uo) with f(a)(vo) = v2. Then the graph GT is 
given by 
. . . ; 1; fl-‘a ,+b ‘i ea,/ ‘b ‘i . . 
0 0 0 0 
h,a-‘) (vl,4 (VI 4 
and F is the graph 
where W,(x) = e and W,(y) = C. Again, Rep(T, 0) has a natural interpretation as a full 
subcategory of the category of Z-graded Kr-modules. 
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3. Induced partial actions, complete local sections and minimal local sections 
We begin this section by showing that given G-graded quotient of a path algebra 
Kl=/I where the grading is induced from a weight function, there is an induced partial 
G-action on some extension of a given subgraph of the covering graph r*. We 
then introduce the notions of a local section and of a complete local section. Basically 
a complete local section contains all the information needed to reconstruct the 
original graph and relations. In fact, we prove that the graded structure constructed 
from the partial G-action on a subgraph r is naturally equivalent to the structure 
obtained from the original G-graded ring if and only if r contains a complete local 
section-see Theorem 3.3. Minimal local sections are in a sense the smallest com- 
plete local sections and are in one to one correspondence with liftings of the graph 
r to r*. 
Throughout this section we let r be fixed graph with weight function W: r, + G. 
Let I be an ideal generated by a set of homogeneous relations which we denote by p. 
Let r* be the covering of r induced from Wand let p* be all liftings of the relation set 
0 to r*. We denote the covering function by P: r* -+ r. Suppose that we are given 
a full subgraph r of r*. We choose a subset U of To such that the following properties 
hold: 
(i) The function P restricted to U is a monomorphism into r,,. Equivalently, if 
u,w E U then for all c E G\ {e}, uu # w. 
(ii) The set U is maximal with respect to (i). Equivalently, if U c V c r,* and 
V satisfies (i) then U = V. 
Given r one can always find a subset U satisfying properties (i) and (ii) by Zorn’s 
lemma. Note that if v E To then there exist unique u E U and CJ E G such that “u = u. 
Our first goal of this section is to find a subset S of G and an extension of r (both 
constructed from r) so that there is a partial action on the extension by S. Towards 
this end, given a subset T of r,* define 
We say that a subset T of r,* is acceptable if the following properties hold: 
(Ai) For each t E T there is some c E G and u E U such that Ou = t. 
(Aii) To c T. 
(Aiii) For all u E U, t E T, CJ E ST we have 
r1 pu, t) + 0 implies 6- ‘t E T. 
Acceptable sets always exist since G - U = {“u 1 o E G, u E U} is acceptable. The 
proof of the next result is left to the reader. 
Proposition 3.1. The intersection of acceptable sets is acceptable. 0 
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We define Eu = nTacceptable T. Note that ELI is uniquely defined given U and To. 
We can now define the extension of r and a partial G-action on this extension. Let 
Tcr denote the full subgraph of r* with vertex set EU. Let or” be the relation set p* 
restricted to (r,), (see Section 0 for the definition). For the partial action, we take 
S = ScEU) with D(o) = U for all 0. The partial action is given by restricting the action of 
S E G on f * to U. 
Proposition 3.2. Let P : r* -t r be a regular covering of graphs induced from a weight 
function W: r, + G. Let r be a full subgraph of r* with subset U satisfying properties 
(i) and (ii) above. Let f: SEu + _.Y(r,) be the map where f (0) is the restriction of the 
action of (T to U. Then f satisfies conditions Cl-C6. 
Proof. Conditions Cl, C2 and C3 are clear since D(o) c U = U,. Condition C4 
follows from the requirement that every vertex in Tu is of the form “u for some 0 E SE” 
and u E U and from the fact that we are restricting a G-action. C5(a) follows from the 
definition of acceptable and Proposition 3.1 which shows that Eu is acceptable. C5(b) 
follows since G acts on F*. 
Finally, condition C6 is immediate from the definition of prc and the fact that p * is 
the set of relations which are lifted from the relation set p. That is, p* are all shifts of 
liftings of the relation set p. 0 
The above proposition shows that every full subgraph r together with a choice of 
a subset U of vertices satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) allows one to construct a partial 
G-action on (r,, pro) in a natural way. We call a pair (r, U) a local section of F* if r is 
a full subgraph of r* and U satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). In the last section, we proved 
that given a partial G-action on a graph with relations (r, p), one could construct r with 
relation set p and a covering GT with relation set Gp which is given by a weight 
function. Since there is a partial G-action on a local section (r,,p,,) it is natural to 
examine necessary and sufficient conditions on a local section (r, U) so that GTr, can be 
naturally identified with r*, G can be identified with r, the corresponding relation sets 
can be identified, and the weight function from the induced partial action is the same as 
the given weight function W once we identify G and r. For this we need to introduce 
the concept of a complete local section. We say a local section (r, U) of r* is complete 
with respect to the relation set p* if following conditions are satisfied: 
(Ml) The induced monomorphism P: U + r,, is a surjection. 
(M2) If a: P(u) + P(u) is in F and if a: u + ‘IZ, lies over ti in r* with u E U then 
‘u E To. Equivalently, if a E r, then there is an arrow a E rI with o(a) E U 
such that P(a) = a. 
(M3) If r = C Oripi s a relation in p then there is a relation r E p * with origin vertex 
in U such that r = r ( r. and P(r) = 7. 
Note that (M3) implies that for each relation in p there is a relation lying over it in 
r* with initial vertex in U such that all the vertices occurring in the relation lie in r. 
On the other hand, note that (M2) does not imply that r must be in S”. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let G be a group and K be a$eld. Let l= be a graph with relation set p and 
let W: F, -+ G be a weight function. Let P* with relation set p* be the covering 
associated to W. Let (P, U) be a complete local section of P* with respect to p*. Then 
there is a graph isomorphism Cp :GTv + r* which induces a set isomorphism between 
-- 
Gpro and p * . Furthermore, there is a graph isomorphism CD : Tu + r which makes the 
following diagram commute: 
mu -5 r* 
Furthermore, 6 induces a set isomorphism from pTL’ to p. 
Proof. Consider U. By condition Ml, P: U + F,, is an isomorphism. Thus there is 
a lifting L:l=,, -+ U given by P-‘Iv. Associated to every lifting is a weight function 
(see [4]) and we let W,: r, + G be the weight function associated to L. Let a: U + 17 
be an arrow in r. Let L(u) = u. We show that there is an arrow a : u + “v in Trr so that 
P(a) = a. Let cr = W,(a) and let v = L(6). Then, in r* there is an arrow a : u + w in 
To so that P(a) = a. Let cr = W,(a) and let v = L(V). Then, in r* there is an arrow 
a: u --) ?I so that P(a) = a since P: r* + r is a covering. By M2, Ov E (r,),, hence 
a E (rv), . Once we have that for every arrow in r there is an arrow with origin vertex 
in U in r, it is easy to show that there are isomorphisms @ and 6 satisfying the 
conditions of the theorem. Finally, M3 shows that the isomorphisms restrict to 
isomorphisms of relation sets. q 
The theorem is proved by showing there is a lifting L : F + U. This fact leads to the 
next result of the section. We say a complete local section (r, U) of r* with respect to 
p* is minimal if r contains no proper subgraph r’ containing U such that (r’, U) is 
a complete local section for r* with respect to p*. 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a group and K afield. Let r be a graph with relation set p and let 
P* with relation set p * be a covering with respect to some weight function from r, to G. 
For each lifting L : r, + r,*, there is a unique minimal local section (P, U) of P* with 
respect to p* such that U = L(T,). 
Proof. Let P: r* -+ r be the covering of graphs. Consider the set U = L(T,). For 
each arrow a: U -+ V in r consider the lifting L(a) : L(U) -+ w where P(L(a)) = a. Then 
there is some c E G such that “L(v) = w. We set rb = U u {w 1 L(Lzj: L(C) -+ w is 
a lifting of an arrow ti E r, >. Next, for each relation r = 1 Clipi E p, add to rb all the 
vertices occurring in r where r is the lifting of r to a relation p* with origin vertex L(V) 
if the origin vertex of r is v. Let r be the full subgraph of r* with vertex set the set 
described above. Since U = L(r,) is a subset of To it is clear that properties Ml-M3 
hold. By the construction, the minimality and uniqueness are clear. 0 
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We turn our attention to some examples. 
Example 3.5. We consider Example 2.9. Let G = Z = (0). Let r* = CT and r be as 
in Example 2.9. Let r be the full subgraph of r* with vertex set {(q,, e), (u,,,~-~), 
(~~,a’)}. In this case we may take U = {(v,,,e)}. Then Eu = {(q,,e), (q,,~-~), (Q,c), 
(u0, c”)}. 
Example 3.6. We consider Example 2.10. Let G = Z = (o), r * = CT and j= as in 
Example 2.10. 





First let U be the set { (uO, e), ( ui,e)>. The reader may check that Eu = {(~_~,e), 
(ul,c-l), (ug,e), (u,,o)>. On th e other hand, if we take U to be the set {(u,, e), 
( u~,c-‘)} then Eu = TO. 
Example 3.6 shows that the extended graph I’” is in fact dependent on not only To 
but also on the choice of U. Furthermore, it is not clear from the construction that Tu 
need to be finite graph if To is a finite graph. The next result proves this to be true in 
the case when G = Z. 
Proposition 3.7. Assume that G = Z and (r *, p *) + (r, p) is a given covering obtained 
from a weight function W:rl --) H. Let r be a jinite full subgraph of r* and let 
P : U + f, satisfy (i) and (ii). The Eu is a finite set and hence To is a jinite subgraph 
0fr*. 
Proof. To show that Eu is finite, we need only show that there is one acceptable set of 
vertices which is finite. 
Since To is finite, the set Sn is a finite set, say Su = (0, il, . . . , il} where 
0 < Iill I ... 5 Iill. Set 
and let d = m + Iill. 
Define rb = u0 E [-d,d] “U and let r’ be the full subgraph of r* with vertex set rb. 
We claim that rb is acceptable. From the definition of r& we see that property (Ai) 
holds. If i E Su then - d I i I d. Hence (Aii) is satisfied. Finally, if Ti(‘u, jv) # 0 for 
u,v E U then lj - ij I m. Thus, jMiu is in rb and property (Aiii) holds. This completes 
the proof. 0 
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The reader may verify that if the given U in the above proposition has the 
additional property that the lifting of P(U) from F0 to U is positive then the set 
rb = UaECO,dl “U is acceptable. 
4. Connections to the general local theory 
In this section we show that if G = Z, the integers, then the present theory has 
a close connection with the general local theory of graded modules presented in 
Section 1. It is easy to see that Gr, is the full subcategory of Z-graded R-modules 
with degree-zero homomorphisms with support in (0, 1, . . . , n} if 
X=(-n, --n+l,..., - l,O}. Let N be a positive integer and fix 
X=(-N,-N+l,...,- l,O}. We begin by interpreting Gr, in the case where 
R = KT/I and the Z-grading is given by a weight function on r. If R = Kr/I is 
positively Z-graded we show that, for sufficiently large N, there is a subgraph r, of r* 
such that letting U = {(u,O) 1 u E To}, (r,, U) IS a complete local section of r* with 
respect o p* and Rep(T,, prN) is equivalent o the category G. 
We will assume that R = KF/I where I is an ideal in the path algebra KT. Let 
W: r, --t Z be a weight function. Note that W induces a Z-grading on Kr and we 
assume that I can be generated by homogeneous elements in a set p. Let r* be the 
covering graph obtained from the weight function and let p* be the lifted relations. 
Note the vertices of r* are of the form “v where v E r, and n E Z. Let L: To -+ r,* be 
the canonical lifting given by L(v) = Ov. 
Proposition 4.1. Keeping the conventions above, the category Grx is equivalent to the 
category Rep(r,, px) where rN is the full subgraph of r* with vertex set {‘v IO I i s N 
and v E To} and where pN = pj$ 
Proof. Since the Z-grading is given by a weight function, W: F, -+ Z, it follows that 
the vertices of r* are the set of pairs of the form (v, n) where v E r0 and n E H. Then if 
A4 is a object in Grx, it follows that A4 = I:=, Mi for some R,,-modules Mi. 
The definition of Gr, implies that A4 can be viewed as a graded R-module by setting 
Mj = (0) if j < 0 or j 2 N + 1. The result is now immediate using the equivalence of 
H-graded R-modules and Rep(r*,p*). •1 
We now turn our attention to the case of a positively Z-graded ring of the form 
Kr/I where the grading is induced from a weight function W: r, + H. Since we have 
a positive grading we may assume that Wdoes not take negative values. We can prove 
the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.2. Let R = Kr/I be a positively Z-graded algebra with the grading induced 
from a weight function W: r, + Z. Let p be a homogeneous set of generators for I and 
let P:T* -+ T be the covering induced by W. Let p* be the lifting of the relations p. Let 
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rN denote the full subgraph of r* with vertex set (‘~(0 I i I N and v E To}. Let 
U = {‘v ( v E To}. Then for sufficiently large N, (r,, U) is a complete local section of r* 
with respect to p*. Moreover, in general, Gr, is equivalent to Rep(T,,p,) where 
X = { - N, . . . , - 1,O) and pN = pt. 
Proof. Since R is positively Z-graded, the weight function W has nonnegative values 
Thus the weight of every arrow, and hence every path, is nonnegative. Thus for 
sufficiently large N, every arrow in r will lift to an arrow in Tlv with origin vertex of 
the form Ou. Similarly, for sufficiently large N, every path in p lifts to a path in Tn with 
origin vertex of the form ‘v. Hence, for sufficiently large N, pN contains a lifting of each 
relations in p with origin vertex of the form Ou. 
Note that if L: r. + T* is the canonical lifting given by L(v) = ‘v then L(r,) = U. 
With the above remarks, the completeness of the local section (r,, pn) is immediate. 
Finally, the proof of Proposition 4.1 yields the desired equivalence between Gr, and 
Rep(r,, PN). 0 
One may summarize the above result as follows: in the positively Z-graded case, the 
general local theory of graded modules can be viewed as the local theory defined by 
the induced partial action on a subgraph when X = { - N, . . . , - l,O}. 
5. Special sequences 
In this section we show that the existence of almost split sequences for finite- 
dimensional algebras leads to the existence of short exact sequences in the category of 
graded modules which have properties similar to that of almost split sequences. We 
assume the reader is familiar with the basic definitions and properties of almost split 
sequences. We begin with the definition of a local nest of a graph with a relation set. As 
usual, K will denote a field and let r be a locally finite graph. That is, the vertex set 
may be infinite, but each vertex has only a finite number of arrows entering or leaving 
it. Let p be a locally finite set of relations; that is, for each vertex v E To, there are only 
a finite number of relations originating at v and only a finite number of relations 
terminating at v. We say { (ri, pi) 1 i = 0, 1, . . . , n, . . . } is a local nest of graphs with 
relations for (r, p) if for each i 2 0, r’ is a finite full subgraph of r with relation set pi, 
ri c ri+l, pi is the restriction of p to r’ and uiri = r. 
We now prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 5.1. Let r be a locallyfinite graph with a locallyfinite set of relations p. Let 
{(r’, pi)} be a local nest of graphs with relations for (r, p). Assume that the K-algebras 
KT’/(p’) are ofjnite dimension over K for each i 2 0. Let M be an indecomposable 
element of Rep(r,p) with support in r” which is not projective in Rep(T’,p’) for i 2 0 
and such that the K-dimension of the representation M at each vertex isjnite. The last 
property is equivalent to assuming that viewing M as a module over Kr”/(po), it is 
finite-dimensional over K. 
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Then there is a short exact sequence 
0 -+ A&B- ’ M+O 
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(2) 
in Rep(T, p) which has the following properties: 
(i) The sequence (2) does not split. 
(ii) The representation A is indecomposable. 
(iii) A = lin+r Fi where Fi runs over all jinite length subobjects of A. 
(iv) For every object L offinite length in Rep(T, p) and morphism f: L + M which is 
not a split epimorphism there is a map z: L --) B such that f = /? 0 z. 
Proof. We begin by defining the short exact sequence (2). For each j 2 0 let 
0 + A, J+B~B~-*M-+O 
be an almost split sequence for M in Rep(Tj, pj). By the defining properties of almost 
split sequences and from the fact that Rep(Tj, pj) is a subcategory of Rep(Tj+ ‘, pj+ ‘) 
we have the maps 8;’ ’ and #;+I such that the following diagram commutes: 
O-A, ‘J ,Bj _!%+M-0 
O-Aj+ 1 
aj+l 
:Bj+ 1 >M-0 
Bjtl 
We claim that each 0;” and 4;’ ’ is a monomorphism. To prove this, we need only 
show that 0j+’ is a monomorphism. Consider the commutative diagram 
O- Aj l Bj-M-0 
I Ojf’ I II 
o- ej+ ‘(Ai) - d$l(Bj) -M-O 
If 0j+i is not a monomorphism, then, since 0 + Aj --) Bj + M + 0 is an almost split 
sequence, we conclude that ,j+’ (Bj) + M + 0 splits. It then follows that 
Bj -+ M + 0 also splits which is a contradiction to the assumption that it is part of an 
almost split sequence. This proves the claim. 
We define B = li$r Bi, A = Ii&-i Ai, a= 1iF Cli and /I = 11,” pi. We have an exact 
sequence 
0 + A&B- /J M-+0 (3) 
which we claim has the desired properties. For the remainder of the proof we identify 
Ai with ei(Ai) and Bi with I where 8i and I are maps induced by {$+l} and 
{ 4: + ’ } respectively. 
To prove property (i), assume that y : M + B is a splitting of /I : B + M. Then, since 
M has finite length, Im(y) c pi for some i. But then y 0 pi = yo 4i 0 /I = I+, since 4i is 
the inclusion of Bi in B. This implies that pi splits which is a contradiction. 
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To prove property (ii), suppose that A decomposes into A’@ A”. Since (3) is 
a nonsplit sequence we may assume that we have a commutative diagram: 
B O-ASLIBMMO 
O-A’-B’-+M-0 
where p is a projection and the second row does not split. Since A” = ker(p) # (0), we 
have that for some i, Ai n ker(p) # (0). Applying 8i and 4i we get a commutative 
diagram 
o- Ai ai BiPiM-0 




O- Ai - Bi - M-O 
Since ker(p 0 0i) # (0) the sequence 0 + (p 0 f?i) (At) * (q 0 4t) (Bi) + M + 0 splits 
which implies 0 + A’ + B’ -+ M + 0 also splits. This is a contradiction and hence 
A must be indecomposable. 
Property (iii) is clear from the construction of A. 
To prove property (iv) we note that for sufficiently large N, if j 2 N then the 
morphism f: L -P M is a morphism in Rep(Tj, pj). It follows that there is a map 
sN. . L + BN such that f = PN OZN. Then letting rj = 4:_ r 0 ... 0 +“,+ r 7~: L + Bj for 
j > N we get an induced map on the limit z : L + B such that f = j3 0z. This completes 
the proof. 0 
The next result provides a certain uniqueness to the sequence (3). 
Proposition 5.2. Let T be a locallyfinite graph with a locallyjinite set of relations p. Let 
((ri,pi)} and {(Zi,zi)} b e a local nests of graphs with relations for (T, p). Assume that 
the K-algebras KT’/(p’) and KC’/<z’) are of$nite dimension over K for each i 2 0. 
Let M be an element of Rep(T,p) with support in r” and in Z” which is not projective 
in either Rep(T’,p’) or Rep(C’,r’) for i 2 0 and such that the K-dimension of the 
representation M at each vertex is finite. If 0 + A -+ B -+ M -+ 0 and 
0 + A’ + B’ -+ M --) 0 are the sequences described in Theorem 5.1 for the two local 
nests {T’, pi) and {C’, t i } respectively, then there are isomorphism p : A + A’ and 
v: B + B’ such that the following diagram commutes: 
O- A - B-M-O 
O-A’-B’-+M-O 
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Proof. Fix i. By the definition of local nests, there exist N1 , IV2 E N such that r’ c Zj 
and C’ c r’ for all j 2 N1 and 12 NZ. If 0 -+ Ai + Bi -+ A4 + 0 and 
0 -+ Ai + Bf + M 3 0 are the almost split sequences in Rep(T’,p’) and Rep(C”, 7’) 
respectively, then we have commutative diagrams 
O+ Ai - Bi -M---*0 
O-A;- BJ -M-O 
and 
O- A: - Bf -M-O 
$1 i?l 11 
O- Al - B, -M-O 
Composing p{ with map ~11: A j + A’and vi with pi : BJ -+ B’ we get maps pi : Ai ---* A’ 
and vi: Bi + B’. These induce maps on the limit, pi: Ai + A’ and Vi: Bi + B’. These 
induce maps on the limit, p : A + A’ and v : B + B’. In a similar fashion we get maps 




O- A’ -B’-M-O 
O- A - B-M-O 
It is not hard to show Cli = ~‘1LCri and pi = v’vpi. From this we conclude that P’,U = 1, 
and v’v = ls. Similarly, ,u,n’ = l,, and vv’ = l,, and the result follows. 0 
We call the short exact sequence 0 + A -+ B + M + 0 constructed in Theorem 
5.1 the special sequence for M associated {(r, p)}. In the next section we investigate 
these special sequences for positively Z-graded algebras. 
If there is an almost split sequence in Rep(T, p) with M on right-hand side then the 
sequence (3), which always exists, must be that sequence. Using the connection 
between graded modules and representations of coverings, Theorems 0.1 and 5.1 have 
the following immediate consequence. 
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Corollary 5.3. Let A = Kr/(p) be a G-graded ring where G is a group, r is a finite 
graph with relation set p homogeneous under the G-grading induced by a weightfunction 
W: TI --* G. Let M be a finite-dimensional nonprojective graded indecomposable A- 
module. Then there is a short exact sequence. 
0 + A&B- ’ M-+0 
in the category of graded A-modules satisfying the following properties: 
(i) The sequence does not split. 
(ii) The graded module A is indecomposable. 
(iii) A = 15 Fi where Fi runs over all subobjects of A ofJinite length. 
(iv) For every graded A-module L of finite length and degree-zero morphism 
k: L -+ M which is not a split epimorphism there is a degree-zero morphism 
z:L+ Bsuchthatk=Poz. 0 
The sequence 0 + A --) B + M --) 0 will be called the special sequence for M in 
Gr(A) associated to W: r, -+ G. 
6. Special sequences for positively graded algebras 
In this section we restrict our attention to positively Z-graded K-algebras and refine 
and expand the results of the last section. Throughout this section we will keep the 
following notation. We fix a finite graph r and a positive weight function W: r, + N 
where N denotes the natural numbers. Let p be a finite set of relations in r which are 
homogeneous in the Z-grading induced by W. Let P : r* -+ r be the covering induced 
by Wand let p* denote the set of lifted relations from p. Note that both r* and p* are 
locally finite. 
For NE N, let T(N) denote the full subgraph of r* with vertex set 
{% ( - N I i I N} and let p(N) denote the relation set p* restricted to T(N). Keeping 
the above notations, it is easy to see that ((T(N), p(N)) 1 N = 1,2, . . } is a local nest 
of graphs with relations for (P*,p*). 
We call the local nest described above the canonical local nest induced by 
W: r + N. The next results shows that the algebras associated to a canonical local 
nest are finite-dimensional. 
Proposition 6.1. Let ((P(N), p(N))) be the canonical local nest induced by 
W: r + N. Then the associated K-algebras KT(N)/(p(N)) areJinite-dimensional for 
each N E: N. 
Proof. The result follows from the observation that since W: r + N for each N E N, 
the graph T(N) cannot contain oriented cycles. Thus KT(N) is actually finite- 
dimensional. 0 
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Before studying the implications of Section 5 to canonical local nests we prove 
a general splitting result which is of interest in its own right. 
Proposition 6.2. Let R be a positively Z-graded ring such that R is generated as an 
RO-algebra by elements of degree smaller than t E N. Let @: L + M be a degree-zero 
epimorphism of graded R-modules where M = ui=, Mi and L = u,?YO Li. Let 
J = I_I2=2=2,+, Li. If the induced morphism 6: L/J + M is a split epimorphism then 
@: L + M is also split epimorphism. 
Proof. First note that J is a graded submodule of L and since Mi = (0) if i > t, we have 
that J c ker(@). Thus, 6 is well-defined. In general, the canonical surjection 
rc: L + L/J does not split as a graded R-morphism. There is an R,-splitting 
Ic/ : L/J -+ L given by $(I + J) = 1 if 1 is a homogeneous element of degree between 
0 and 2t + 1. Since we are assuming 6 splits, let s: M + L/J be a degree-zero 
homomorphism such that 6 0 s = lM. It follows that II/ 0 s : M --) L is an R,,-splitting of 
@. The proof will be complete if we can show that $0 s is a degree-zero R-homomor- 
phism. For this, it suffices to show that if m E M and r E R are homogeneous elements, 
then 
II/ 0 s(rm) = r* 0 s(m). (4) 
Let m E M and r E R be homogeneous elements. First note that if 
deg(r) + deg(m) I 2t then (4) is immediate. Suppose that deg(r) + deg(m) 2 2t + 1. 
Then deg(r) > t. We proceed by induction of d = t - deg(m) to show that in this case 
0 = r($s) (m) = ($s) (rm). If d = 0 then t = deg(m). Since r is homogeneous of degree 
> t and since Mi = (0) if i > t we see that 0 = rm. By assumption, R is generated by 
elements of degree less than t. Thus we may write r = Cuiri with 0 < deg(ri) I t. Then 
deg(ris(m)) I 2t and hence $(ris(m)) = r&s(m). But ris(m) = s(rim) = 0 and hence 
ri$s(m) = 0. Thus r$s(m) = 0 as desired. 
NOW assume that d = k and write r = 1 uiOriI, . . ri, with 1 > 0 and 1 I deg(ri,) I t 
for 1 <j I 1. If t < deg(rJ + deg(m) then rilm = 0 and 0 = $(ri,s(m)) = ri,$s(m). If 
t 2 deg(ri,) + deg(m) then let fi = rilm. We see that rii E M and by induction we 
conclude that 
UiJi,, . . . riL-, ($S) (Kl) = 0 = Uioril . . ril (9s) (m) 
and the result follows. 0 
We now apply this result to show that if a finite length graded module is not 
projective then it is not projective as a representation in Rep(T(N), p(N)) for all but of 
finite number of N. 
Proposition 6.3. Let r be ajnite graph with ajinite relation set p and set R = KFf (p). 
Assume that R is positively E-graded by a weight function W: l=, + N. Let P: r* -+ r 
be the covering associated to W and let p* denote the lifted relation set. Let M be 
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a finite-dimensional representation of r* satisfying p*. If M is not a projective 
object in Rep(r*,p*) then for sufficiently large N, M is not a projective object in 
Rep(r(N), P(N)). 
Proof. Since M has finite support, for sufficiently large N, M is a object in Rep(T(N), 
p(N)). Assume that M is not a projective object in Rep(T*, p*). Let f: Q -+ M be 
a surjective morphism in Rep(T *, p *) such that Q is projective. By assumptioqfis not 
a split epimorphism. Since F is a finite graph, the hypotheses of Proposition 6.2 are 
satisfied by R. By shifting degrees, we may assume that M = M, + ... + M, as 
a graded module. By Proposition 6.2, the induced map 5 Q/( u;Sfo2 Qj) + M does 
not split for all s > max ( t, W(a) ) a E 7, }. Since both M and Q/( JJffi’ Qj) are objects 
in Rep(T(2s + l), ~(2s + 1)) we see that M is not a projective in that category. The 
result follows. 0 
We are now in position to prove the main result of this section which improves 
Corollary 5.3 in the case of positively Z-graded algebras. 
Theorem 6.4. Let A = Kr/( p) be a positively Z-graded ring, where r is a$nite graph 
with relation relation set p homogeneous under the Z-grading induced by a weight 
function W: r, + Z. Let M be a jinite-dimensional nonprojective graded indecompos- 
able A-module, Then there is a short exact sequence 
in the category of graded A-modules satisfying the following properties: 
(i) The sequence does not split. 
(ii) The graded module A is indecomposable. 
(iii) A = 1% Fi where Fi runs over all subobjects of A of finite length. 
(iv) For every graded A-module L and degree-zero morphism f: L -+ M which is 
not a split epimorphism there is a degree-zero morphism z: L ---f B such that 
f = poz. 
Proof. The only part that needs to be proved is part (iv). Let {(r(N), 
p(N))1 N = 1,2, . . . } be th e canonical local nest of graphs with relations for (r*, p*) 
where (T*,p*) is the graph with relations associated to the cover induced by the 
weight function W. Since M has finite support and r is a finite graph, we may find an 
integer t such that (after shifting) M = UfZoMi and Kr is generated over (K&, by 
elements of degree smaller than t. Thus we may apply Proposition 6.2. Let 
J = LIZ+, Li. Then the induced map f: L/J + M is not a split epimorphism. We 
now may apply Theorem 5.3(iv) to conclude that if n : L -+ L/J is the canonical 
surjection, then there is morphism Z: L/J + Bsuchf=fio?on.Lettingz=?ozthe 
proof is complete. 0 
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7, Almost split sequences 
In this section we strengthen the hypothesis we place on the graded ring Krlp and 
show that the special sequences are in fact almost split sequences. Throughout this 
section we assume that there is a graded inclusion of a (commutative) polynomial ring 
KCXI, . . . ,X,1 + Kr/p with the Xi homogeneous and with Kr/p a finitely gener- 
ated graded module over K [Xl, . . . ,X,1. We let /1 denote Kr/p. Auslander has 
proven the existence of almost split sequences in a similar setting (see [4, Sections I.5 
and 11.61) by very different techniques. Let AN be the category of graded n-modules 
which can be finitely presented by direct sums of copies of PN = u:’ -NA(i) and let 
TN = End(PN)OP. Let YN:AN + mod(T,) be defined by Yy,(M) = Hom(P,,M) and 
_. .A ‘v+gTN be the truncation fun&or given by UiMi = . .. + 0 + M-N + 
... +MN+O+ ... as in Section 1. Our first result deals with the transpose functor 
and we start by recalling how this is defined in the category of graded modules. If Q is 
graded finitely generated projective n-module and F is the forgetful functor from 
Gr(/i) to Mod(A) then as usual Hom,(FQ,n) = IJEZHomo,(Q(i), /1(O)). Setting 
Q* = Hom,(FQ, /i) we view Q* as a Z-graded nap-module. Then if M is a finitely 
presented graded n-module we define TrG,(M) as follows: if Q1 s Q. + M -+ 0 is 
a minimal (graded) presentation of M then Tr,,(M) is the graded /1”P-cokernel of 
Qg 2 QT. It is immediate that if M is an object in AN then Tr,,(M) is an object in 
Aip where A? denotes the category A, for the graded ring Aop. 
Lemma 7.1. If M is an object in A, and has no projective summa&s then 
YdTrdM)) z TrT,J Y’,(M)). 
Proof. We show that we have functorial isomorphisms between (Y,(Q))* and 
Y,(Q*), from which the result follows easily. For this we define the isomorphism 
between (Y,(Q))* and YN(Q*) for Q = A&(i) where E is a homogeneous idempotent. 
First note that A&(i)* = Hom,(,4c(i),n) r &A( - i). Next, we have that 
Y,(As(i)*) = Y,(.zA( - i)) = HomorC,,OP) (PN,EA( - i)) 
= Homc,CnOPJ ( Jj”= -N/l(j), n&(i)). 
On the other hand, 
Wd4i)))* = HomdydM)), TN) 
Hence, by our equivalence of categories, 
(Y,(As(i)))* = Homo+,,(/1e(i),U$‘= -N/i(j)) = Dy= -~&n(i -j). 
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Thus, Y&la(i)*) is isomorphic to YN(As(i)))*. We leave it to the reader to check that 
the isomorphism is natural. q 
Now suppose that M is an indecomposable finite-dimensional graded A-module 
with no projective summands. Let 
O+A-+B-,M+O (5) 
be the special sequence for M. We have that for each positive integer i, 
0 + Ai + Bi --, M + 0 is an almost split sequence in the category Gri which is 
canonically equivalent to the category Ai. In particular, Ai is a graded module in G. 
Using the equivalence of categories G with Mod(TPP), we see that Ai is associated to 
Hom(Tr,, Yi(M), K) z Hom( Yi(TrA(M)), K) under this equivalence. 
We now prove the main result of the section; namely, that the special sequence is the 
almost split sequence in the case where A is a positively Z-graded noetherian finitely 
generated K [xi, . . . , x,]-module. We do this by showing that A is an artinian module. 
If S is an artin ring with Jacobson radical J then for each S-module M let top(M) 
denote the semi-simple module M/JM. If S is a arbitrary ring and M is an S-module, 
we denote the socle of M by sot(M). 
Lemma 7.2. There is an integer B so that dim,(top(Y,(Tr(M))) I Bfor all N 2 1. 
Proof. Since (x,, . . ,x,)Tr(M), Tr(M) and Tr(M)/(x,, . . . ,x,)Tr(M) are finitely gen- 
erated, they are finitely presented. Thus, there is an N such that for i 2 N, all three 
modules are in Ai. It follows that the short exact sequence 
O--+(x1, . . . ,x,)Tr(M)- Tr(M) 
-Tr(M)/(x,, . . . ,x,)Tr(M)-0 
is in Ai. Since the xi have positive degree it follows that 
top(Yi(Tr(M))) c top(Yi(Tr(M)l(xi, . . . , MWW)). 
The result follows. q 
Using the duality Hom(-,K) we immediately get the next result. 
Corollary 7.3. There is an integer B so that dim,socHom(Yi(Tr(M)), K) I Bfor all 
i21. 0 
We can then prove that the left-hand term of a special sequence is artinian. 
Proposition 7.4. Suppose that 0 -+ A --) B + M + 0 is a special sequence for an 
indecomposable$nite-dimensional nonprojective module M. Then A is artinian and the 
socle of A equals the socle of AN for sufficiently large N. 
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Proof. By Corollary 7.3, since Ai maps monomorphically into Ai+ 1, for sufficiently 
large N there is a finite-dimensional semi-simple module S such that S = SOC(Aj) for 
all j 2 N. It follows that sot(A) = S. Hence A embeds in the A-injective envelope of S. 
Since S is semi-simple of finite length and n is a finite module over a commutative 
polynomial ring, it follows that the injective envelope of S is artinian and the result 
follows. 0 
We now prove the main result of this section. 
Proposition 7.5. Let A = Kr/p be a positively Z-graded algebra which is afinite graded 
module over a commutative polynomial ring K[xI, . . . , xt] where the xi have positive 
degree. Let 
O+A+B+M+O (6) 
be a special sequence. In particular, M is an indecomposable finite dimensional non- 
projective A-module. Then (6) is an almost split sequence. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.4, the special sequence has the lifting property of an almost split 
sequence on the right. Since M is of finite length, it has a local endomorphism ring. 
Again by Theorem 6.4, A is an indecomposable module. Since Proposition 7.4 implies 
that A is artinian, we may apply the well-known result that End,(A) is a local ring to 
conclude that the endomorphism ring of A is also local. In [l, Chapter II, Proposition 
4.41, Auslander has shown that in an abelian category the following two statements 
are equivalent for objects X and Z with local endomorphism rings and a short exact 
sequence0 -+ X S, Y%Z -+ 0: 
(i) fis left almost split and End(Z) is local. 
(ii) g is right almost split and End(X) is local. 
In our case, B + M is the right almost split and End(A) is local and we conclude 
that the special sequence is an almost split sequence. 0 
Let ? denote the completion of the polynomial ring T and set 2 = /i @ T?. Let 
F: Gr(n) + Mod(n) denote the forgetful functor and let G = (-OT ?) 0 F : Gr(n) 
+ Mod(z). If 
O+A-,B+M+O (7) 
is a special sequence, then, since il is positively Z-graded, both F(A) and F(M) are 
indecomposable n-modules. Furthermore, it is easy to see that G(A) and G(M) 
are indecomposable A-modules. We conjecture that the short exact sequence 
0 + G(A) -+ G(B) + G(M) -+ 0 is an almost split sequence of I?^-modules. 
We end with a result which shows that it is rare that A is noetherian. 
Proposition 7.6. Keeping the hypothesis of Proposition 7.5, assume further that A is 
a free K[xI, . . . ,x,]-module. 
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Zf for some graded A-module M of finite length, the special sequence 
0 + A + B + M --) 0 is such that A is noetherian. then t = 1. 
Proof. Since A is artinian, A is noetherian if and only A is of finite length. But this is 
true if and only if Tr(M), the transpose of M, is of finite length since in this case, A is 
the dual of Tr(M). But if PI --f PO + M + 0 is a minimal (graded) presentation of M, 
it follows that 0 + PO* --) PT + Tr(M) + 0 is K[x,, . . . ,x,1-free resolution of 
Tr(M). If Tr(M) is of finite length, this can only occur if t = 1 since otherwise, 
dim(K [x,, . . , x,]) > 1 and nonzero modules of finite length have projective dimen- 
sion t. 0 
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